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P

hysicochemical and sensory attributes of yoghurt produced from buffalypso, goat and cow milk were analyzed. Variation in
compositional analysis of fresh milk was different in fat, SNF and lactose, fat was highest for goat milk while SNF and lactose
were highest for buffalypso milk (P<0.05). Cow milk had the highest pH and all milks had similar decrease after culturing, the 3
yoghurts also had similar pH (P>0.05). Composition of three yoghurt types was different when compared to the fresh milk especially
for protein, SNF and lactose (P<0.05). Viscosity was different for all three yoghurts (P<0.05), highest for cow and lowest for goat.
No one of the 3 milk yoghurt was inferior with respect to overall acceptance (P>0.05) or for the four different attributes score on a
scale from 1 to 5 (P>0.05).Using descriptive sensory analysis technique, common terms were developedas “goaty,” “creamy,”
“fermented,” “cooked,” “sweet,”“salty,” “sour” and “astringent.” Yoghurts made by cow milk had weaker intensitiesof descriptive
attributes including sweet, goaty, and sour than thatmade by goat and buffalypso milk. Goat yoghurt was least astringent and creamy
and most fermented. However the intensity scores for the four attributes of appearance, aroma, texture and flavour and the hedonic
rating for acceptability showed that no one of the 3 milk yoghurtswere inferior with respect to the four different attributes intensity
score or for overall acceptance (P>0.05).
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